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Wotlk 3.3.5 profession guides

Below you can find leveling guides for each profession in Vanilla World of Warcraft. These guides will take you from 1 to 300 as fast and cheapas possible. Edited by Protonos on 2019-09-20 01:53:19 I did this for my guild, but thought I'd share it here, since I found no information collected from more than 3.2.0+ professions:3.3.5
Profession Guide To post you must be logged into Threats of Violence. We take this seriously and will alert the relevant authorities. Posts containing personal information about other players. This includes physical addresses, email addresses, phone numbers, and inappropriate photos and/or videos. Harassing or discriminatory language.
This will not be tolerated. Click here to see the Forum Code of Conduct. As we get closer and closer to wotlk's Yankee, some of you may wonder about changing profession, but you still don't know which one to choose. With the release of Wrath of the Lich king, each profession will have some profession bonuses only for level 80 players
who are good for high-end invasion and some of them for PvP, for example, enchants and items that can only be equipped or used by yourself. Below you can find a list where I tried to gather the current profession bonuses that you can get. If you see a number + after the items or enchant, it means what is the difference between the
minutes in the pick up and the non-binding in picking items and enchants. Herbalism [Lifeblood]: Cure for 2000 about 5 Seconds, 3 minutes cooldown [Sheet of Fire]: Reduces your armor by 100%, but increases your attack power by 400 for 10 seconds, 1 Min Cooldown [Fire Seed]: Makes you vulnerable to mAgic, but increases your spell
power by 200 for 10 seconds, 1 Min Cooldown Mining Skinning [Master of Anatomy] - 25 Critical strike rating That's all I could find. Post a comment if I left something out. All information was collected from wowhead.
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